Cyrus von H and the Hat Music
draws disparate worlds together into a cohesive and madly musical experience that
defies classification.
Original songs and instrumental pieces by the pianist, singer and songwriter Cyrus von
Hochstetter marry elements of jazz, folk, blues, avant-garde, classical music and
cabaret into dexterous solo and group performances. Using their truly unique repertoire,
the virtuosic 7-piece ensemble effortlessly moves between original songs, compositions
and improvisations, and rearrangements of music by Arnold Schönberg, Duke Ellington
and George Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue. Cyrus von H and the Hat Music has
performed at Joe’s Pub and Cornelia Street Cafe in NYC amongst other venues.
“Experimental, witty, sexy and surprising, Cyrus von H and the Hat Music grabs you by
the gin joint and seduces you into a 1920’s speakeasy, feel-easy groove, lures you
across Billboard charts into the scruff of coyote country, swings by the Mississippi Delta
to holler the blues and finally, leaves you spent and coddled in a NYC nightclub, nearly
straining to savor every last moment of his lush performance with the Hat Music.”
Cyrus von H and the Hat Music features Austin Becker on alto sax, Jay Rattman on
tenor sax, clarinet and bass clarinet, Jim Fryer on trombone, Daan Kleijn on guitar,
Carmen Rothwell on double bass, Michael W. Davis on drums and the bandleader
himself on piano and vocals.
Driven by an exceptionally unique vision of musical expression, Cyrus von Hochstetter
met with early success by winning a Young Lions Jazz Award, which led to performances
at the prestigious Montreux Jazz Festival in 2004 and 2005. Moving to New York, his
band mixing musicians from jazz, opera and classical netted a Downbeat award in 2009
for Best Performance. As a soloist, Cyrus has played at Theater Rigiblick in Zurich, the
Bimhuis in Amsterdam, the Caramoor Music Festival in Katonah, NY, the Felicja
Blumental Music Center in Tel Aviv and at the Valley of Arts festival in Kapolcs, Hungary.
His group and brainchild ‘Cyrus von H and the Hat Music’ has recently performed at
Joe’s Pub and Cornelia Street Cafe in NYC. Cyrus von Hochstetter earned a Bachelor of
Music in Jazz Piano Performance from Manhattan School of Music and a Masters
Degree in Interactive Telecommunications from Tisch School of the Arts, NYU.
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